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Session 1

Tomoko YAMAKAWA (Bunkyo University):地域社会における多文化の共生と受け入れ側の姿勢━

「多文化理解」から「グローバル・スタディーズ」へ━

本発表では、地域社会が抱える問題を自ら発見し、問題解決に向けた方策を考えるというプロジェクト型学習
の授業実践を紹介する。主として埼玉県越谷市とその近郊における多文化共生の状況を分析し、そこから問
題を見つけ、課題解決に向けた実践の在り方を検討する。こうした授業に参加することで、学生たちは「正解」
の見えにくい社会で生きる術を学ぶ。そのことにより、学生たちが社会の一員としての自覚を持ち、社会貢献の
意味を理解し、自己の役割と責任について考えることができるようになる。学びの具体的なプロセスは、浮かび
上がった課題に関する資料調査から始まり、それぞれが実践を試み、報告書を作成するというものである。ここ
では特に、地域に住む外国にルーツを持つ人々への日本語学習の支援に焦点を当てる。支援に携わること
で、学生たちは異なる言語文化的背景を持つ地域の人々と交流する機会を持ち、自らが置かれた立場を客観
視することができる。さらに、身近な異言語・異文化への感受性を豊かにし、ある一つの言語やその文化を絶
対視しない態度を育むことができる。このような実践を通して「多文化理解」から「グローバル・スタディーズ」に
つ
なげる学びとは何かを考察し、今後の課題を検討する。

Yoko NISHINA (Hiroshima University): Case Marking and Zero-Particle Phenomena in Japanese

Today, people often speak Japanese without using particles. In some cases, it sounds even unnatural to

add particles. Although the phenomenon of omission of particles in Japanese is mentioned in Japanese

language textbooks, there is no convincing explanation as to why they are omitted, when they are

omitted, and when they cannot be omitted.

In the presentation, I will analyze examples and examine the grammatical relations between intransitive

and transitive arguments, in line with the idea that they should be considered as a form of zero particle,

rather than as omissions, in which there is no particle that should be there.

Regarding case marking, languages make various distinctions, and Romanian has the differential object

marking, which marks with the preposition pe according to the animacy of the object. Old Japanese is

said to distinguish the specificity of the object with or without a particle.

I will show that there is a tendency toward syntactic constraints on the presence or absence ofcase

particles, and there are also reports of pragmatic distinctions in the presence or absence of particles in

modern dialects. This study investigates how such phenomena relates to the zero-particle phenomena in

contemporary Japanese and explores its application to Japanese language education.

仁科陽江(広島大学)「日本語の格標示とゼロ助詞現象について」
今日の日本語では助詞を用いずに話すことがよくある。助詞を補うと不自然に思えるケースもある。日本語の
助詞が省略される現象は、日本語の教科書で取り上げられはしても、なぜ省略されるのか、どんな時に省略さ
れて、どんな時にできないのかということについて説得力のある説明はない。本発表では、あるべき助詞がない
という省略でなく、ゼロ助詞という一つの形式としてみるべきだという考え方に沿って、実例の分析を行い、自動
詞と他動詞の必須項目がどのような文法関係を構築するのかを考察する。
格標示については、言語においてはさまざまに区別をしており、ルーマニア語は目的語の有生性によって前
置詞 pe でマークする DOM をもつ。古代日本語ではそれを目的語の特定性によって区別するといわれてい
る。格を表す助詞のあるなしについては統語論的な制約の傾向があり、また、現代の方言では助詞のあるなし
で語用論的な使い分けがされているという報告もある。そのような現象と現代日本語のゼロ助詞現象とはどのよ
うに関係するのか検証し、日本語教育への応用を探る。

Session 2



Atik WIASTININGSIH (PhD candidate, Tokyo University of Foreign Studies): Indonesian

Translation of Personal Pronouns of the Main Characters in teh Novel Yukiguni and the Impact to the

Interpersonal Relationship among Them

Japanese is one of the existing languages with various first and second personal pronouns. The aim of

this presentation is to clarify how the first personal pronoun and second-person personal pronoun used

by the main characters in Kawabata Yasunari’s Yukiguni, i.e. Shimamura and Kimiko, are translated into

Indonesian and to see the impact of the translation to their interpersonal relationships. And it is not only

to map the problems that occur, but also will try to formulate the problem solving related to the

translation of the personal pronoun.

I will analyse how the Japanese first and second personal pronoun is translated into Indonesian that also

has various first and second personal pronoun although these are not as diverse as in Japanese. I will not

only describe how the personal pronoun is translated, but I also will attempts to formulate the most

possible translation of the first and second person pronoun that have closest meaning with the source

language and able to convey the emotional changes of the characters in a story because the first and

second person pronoun in Japanese also represent changes in the feelings of the characters in a novel.

The analysis will restrict only the first and second personal pronoun usage between the main characters

Shimamura and Komako. It is because the relationship between the two main characters is not the same

from the first meeting until the end of the story. The change of their relationship logically will affect their

usage of the first and second personal pronoun.

Keywords: Indonesian translation, the first and second personal pronoun

Chayaporn PREECHAPANYA (PhD candidate, Osaka University): Reconsideration of Kayou

Senuma’ s Thought: Focusing on Wagaomokage

Senuma Kayou is known as the first person to translate Chekhov’s works from Russian to Japanese from

the end of Meiji era to the beginning of the Taisho era. Nevertheless, she was introduced as a ‘New

Woman’ in the Yomiuri Newspaper on May 10, 1912, after visiting Russia alone and participating in

Seitou (BlueStockings). However, simultaneously, she was also held up as an example of a Good Wife and

Wise Mother. The previous studies conclude that it is not worth mentioning Senuma Kayou’s thoughts

and ideas because there are several old-fashioned elements in her theory of women, some being

inconsistent and not worth evaluating. 

Sumiko Watanabe has stated that Kayou’s novels seem to be old-fashioned. Nevertheless, Kayou held a

wide perspective towards gender awareness and modelled the image of a new woman. Thus, Kayou

deserves to be re-evaluated in Meiji women’s literature; if we consider Kayou’s novel in detail, we can

reconsider Senuma Kayou’s thoughts and ideas.

To reconsider Kayou’s perspective, this presentation focuses on the novel Wagaomokage, which Kayou

published in Ura Nishiki from March 15 to October 15, 1897. Sumiko Watanabe argued that Kayou was

thinking of a new woman and a new man in Wagaomokage. What is interesting is that Kayou proposed

the idea of Wagaomokage in which the heroine decided to get married to keep a Ie (‘Japanese family

system’). Therefore, it is necessary to reconsider Wagaomokage in detail. First, I will do so by analysing

the characters, setting, and plot. Second, to disclose Kayou’s theory based on Wagaomokage, I will

compare works that are similar to those of the same period to indicate the difference in Kayou’s

perspective. Accordingly, Kayou’s thoughts and ideas will be revisited through a reconsideration of

Wagaomokage. 

Session 3

Sean O’REILLY (Akita International University): The Rediscovery of Ezo in Postwar Japanese

Films

In the wake of destructive defeat in World War II, many Japanese filmmakers turned their attention to

one of the last remaining corners of the Japanese Empire: Hokkaido. It is perhaps no surprise that this

large island, only formally added to, or internally colonized by, the nation-state of Japan in the 1860s,

should eventually (starting in the 1980s in particular) loom large in filmmakers’ imagination in the



postwar era. After the dissolution of Japan’s overseas empire and the loss of all remaining colonies (even

Okinawa, at least until the early 1970s), Hokkaido was the one and only continuing symbol of empire.

But how would filmmakers approach the delicate issue of mainland Japanese colonization of the island in

their postwar projects? How would Hokkaido and its indigenous inhabitants be represented on screen?

In this paper, I will focus on what might be termed the initial burst of interest in Hokkaido in the 1980s,

and will examine three key examples from different audiovisual mediums: Gosha Hideo’s 1984 Kita no

hotaru, Rintaro’s animated classic The Dagger of Kamui (1985) and the made-for-TV Goryokaku (1988,

dir. Saitō Kosei). All three share a focus on the very earliest stages of the formal internal colonization (in

the Bakumatsu period), and tend to depict the land as ‘empty’ and therefore ready for habitation by

mainland Japanese. But each of the three must come to terms with how visible to make the ‘natives’ and

each must address, at least incipiently, the idea of Hokkaido as a stolen land.

Csillag TARNAI (BA, Eötvös Loránd University): Embodied Trauma in Healing Spaces – An

Analysis of Yoshimoto Banana’s Kitchen from a Corporeal Approach and through Place Attachment

Theory

Yoshimoto Banana’s novel Kitchen features death and the trauma of death as the central motive of the

text. The deaths of Mikage’s grandmother, Eriko’s wife and Eriko act as traumatic experiences for

Mikage, Yuichi and Eriko. In my research, I claim that the traumatic experience as defined by Cathy

Caruth has a significant impact on the corporeal and spatial perception of the characters in the novel,

which then translates to their trauma-processing strategies as well.

Using a corporeal narratological framework (Punday, 2003) and through close reading, I examine the

process of how the poetic perception of body and space that has changed in the characters as a result of

trauma is transformed yet again by the reinterpretation of body and space through trauma-processing.

The loss of contact with the body following a traumatic experience manifests itself in different ways. In

the case of Mikage and Yuichi, grief is accompanied by weight loss, while Eriko begins to live her life as a

woman as a result of trauma. Attempts to process the trauma of the body are manifested in the act of

eating, cooking and cultivating plants. The trauma-processing phenomenon of eating is linked to the

kitchen which can be analyzed in the context of place attachment theory (Low–Altman 1992). The

ambivalent appearance of the venue is also associated with female roles and the issue of gender roles in

the novel. In my research, I have found that the emotional-regulating effect of the characteristics of

environmental literature can be interpreted as the final stage of trauma-processing in the novel which

also extends to the reader. Throughout my research, I compared the Japanese and the English novel to

get a better understanding of the similarities and differences of the narrative styles.

Session 4

Sebastián Chávez HERÁNDEZ (PhD candidate, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid): Ore

no Kendo: The Increasing Influence of Westerners as the Guardians of the Identity of the Way of the

Sword

Martial arts have become a global phenomena. In this context, the internationalization of Eastern martial

arts brought a renewed understanding of its philosophies and aesthetic appreciations in the West. Thus,

a seemingly novel way of understand the meaning of Eastern martial arts and how they should be taught

came to fruition. In the case of kendo, such a transformation meant that traditional physical culture and

customs had to be adapted, by variant degrees, strategies and at different moments, to Europe and the

Americas. Several decades later kendo became part of the martial scenario in these locations, but

tensions on its authenticity risen: Is Western kendo “real” kendo? Can kendo practised in Europe and the

Americas be considered as valid as that taught in Japan by Japanese sensei? From an anthropological

point of view, the answer revolves around whether the factual monopoly on the “true” interpretation of

what kendo is by the Zen Nihon Kendo Renmei can be considered as the closest to the “spirit” of the Way

of the Sword, or if kendoka raised in the West have hermeneutic authority over the immaterial heritage

of the meanings of this discipline. In this sense, tradition, Orientalism, sports culture, popular culture

and institutions struggle to define the identity of kendo when identity begins to be constructed from the

bottom up. For some, it is actually Western practitioners those who engage more in the foundations and



history of the way, while for others, only Japanese kendoka are able to fully grasp the complexities of its

implicit nihonjinronness. Thusly, kendo heritage has been dislocated from their original context and new

keepers of its history, which is also their history, now dispute a authority over the meaning and future of

Japanese contemporary fencing.

Cristian-Ștefan LAIBER (PhD candidate, The University of Bucharest): “Bushidō” – Origins

and Evolution of an “Invented Tradition” that Still Shapes the Image of Japan but also Its Society

Bushido emerged as a concept in 1900 in the book with the same title written by a Christian converted

Japanese - Inazo Nitobe. Appreciated in the west (first time published in the US) but criticized in Japan,

Nitobe’s “Bushido” was introduced as a unique samurai-based ethical system compatible or comparable

to Christianity. Translated in Japanese in 1908, the book became used mainly as a propaganda tool by

the new Japanese nationalism and militarism to impose loyalty and obedience to the new idea of the

Japanese state and the Imperial army.

Bushido was first mentioned in a Takeda clan military scroll – Koyogunkan, in 1616. Later was

introduced in the popular culture as a shape-shifting concept, exploited by many samurai culture fan

writers like Saito Chikamori (Kashoki “Amusing notes”), Yamamoto Tsunetomo (Hagakure, “Hidden

under leaves”) and Hishikawa Moronobu (Kokon Bushido Ezukushi – image of Bushido during ages) 

We can also speak about the necessity of this “Bushido” code in the Edo period, a paradoxical peaceful

society with many military classes – the samurais, which were supposed to be redefined. At the end of

WWII, the allied forces banned any form of Bushido literature. However, the concept survives and slowly

re-emerges in the conscience of the Japanese people in many layers: culture, martial arts, media, and

way of life. As a follower of the Takeda martial arts tradition, I will also introduce a private text with the

title “Bushido” from Machida sensei that sums up the main principles of his private dojo in Chiba where I

have regularly studied and practised since 2008.

Session 5

Erika SAKO (Kyoto Seika University)& Nobuyuki YAMAUCHI (Doshisha University):

Transfers in the Acquisition of Japanese Proverbs: Analysis of Linguistic Information and Visual

Images Produced by Intermediate- to Advanced-level Learners of Japanese [ことわざ習得における転移
に関する一考察−−中上級日本語学習者から産出された言語情報と視覚イメージの分析]

This study aims to present a clearer understanding of the process of Japanese proverbs, linguistic

manifestations of Japanese cultural heritage, by combining learners’ linguistic information with visual

images and analyzing their transfers at each stage of acquiring Japanese proverbs, which will surely lead

to their grasping the whole picture in their treatment of them. This is part of a series of interlanguage

studies by the authors.

First, we use 15 Japanese proverbs as data of an additional survey we selected in Sako & Yamauchi

(2022b). The study subjects comprised 43 intermediate- to advanced-level learners of Japanese (35

native Chinese speakers, 7 native Korean speakers, and 1 native Norwegian speaker). Second, we

presented the 15 Japanese proverbs with Japanese explanations to the learners and asked them to choose

2 Japanese proverbs from among them. Next, we instructed the learners to create an illustration of each

proverb they chose and write down an example of how they used it. Third, we attempted to quantitatively

assess them using Sako & Yamauchi’s (2022a) approach, focusing on linguistic information (examples of

the proverb as written information) and visual images (illustrations depicting the proverb). Visual images

can help us identify “positive transfers from their L1” and “areas of common understanding beyond their

L1.” When learners are not complete masters of Japanese proverbs, the analysis of the learners’

understanding of Japanese proverbs can be a significant material by integrating linguistic information

and visual images. We concluded that positive transfers of Japanese proverbs might be better-qualified

learning items because they expose minimal disparities in the interpretation of the proverbs in their L1.

We believe that Sako & Yamauchi’s (2022a) approach can be useful to reveal the stages of interlanguage

in the acquisition of Japanese proverbs and allow for a partial picture of the overall understanding of

interlanguage studies.
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Ayumi ANRAKU (MA, University of São Paulo): Possible Correspondents between Japanese

Idioms Containing “Kao” and Brazilian Portuguese Idioms Containing “Cara”

This work aims to identify possible correspondents between Japanese idioms containing the lexeme

“kao” (face) and those of Brazilian Portuguese containing the lexeme “ cara” (face). The idioms for

analysis were extracted from entries for borth words that are listed in the online bilingual

Japanese-Portuguese dictionary Gendai Nichipo Jiten and Portuguese Japanese Puroguresshibu

Porutogarugo Jiten. Contrastive studies of idioms are important both for the teaching environment, since

learners have difficulty in understanding these lexical units (Hashimoto, 1993), as well as in translation,

because IEs represent a challenge in human translation (Francisco, 2010) and (Fadaee, Bisazza and

Monz, 2018), even today.

We will consider idiom “a construction formed by more than two words, they are linked in a relatively

restricted way and their set forms a determined meaning” (MIYAJI, 1982, p. 238 Apud WU, 2016, p. 92),

being them, therefore, connotative complex, and crystallized lexical units, as established in Xatara's

definition (1998, p. 149). We will also consider that idioms have variation in their decomposability

(Gibbs, 1989 apud Barreto, Marcilese and Oliveira, 2018).

The contrastive analysis model used as a base was of Ishida (2005), in which the author proposes a

method for semantic analysis of idioms establishing lexical fields to which they belong, performing tests

based on the examples found in the corpus, analyze the distinct characteristics of the idiom in

intralinguistic scope from the result of these tests, and, finally, compare the result of the tests to find

similarities and differences between the idioms of the languages. In this research, idioms that are listed

in the bilingual dictionaries consulted were analysed, comparing their semantic fields, identifying

possible equivalents from this initial comparison and performing tests to identify similarities and

differences only between the possible equivalents.

Keywords: Idioms, phraseology, lexicography, Japanese, contrastive analysis, Brazilian Portuguese
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Jurriaan VAN DER MEER (PhD candidate, Leiden University): Tracing Shumi: Modes of

Experience in Modern Japanese Literary Discourse

There is no instance in which the limits of meaning are more apparent than in translation. The very act of

translation is one that masks not only the incompatibility of languages, but also mediates between two

cultural, historical, and social frames of reference that are ultimately made to converge and presented to

us almost like a smooth and uncontested mathematical equation (A = B), of which the most polished

form is perhaps a dictionary.

However, this paper discusses the term shumi (趣味), a word that cannot be contained within any

singular translation. Shumi is one of the many neologisms that was introduced in the early Meiji period

to facilitate the import of ‘modern’ Western conceptual frameworks and to expedite Japan’s

modernization process. Most of the neologisms that were introduced during this time – such as shakai

(‘society’), kojin (‘individual’), kenri (‘right’), and jiyū (‘freedom’) – remained stable markers that

reflected the ideal of the modern nation-state.

Shumi, on the other hand, is much more ambiguous and moves fluidly between various translations and

usages. While nowadays the word is usually translated as ‘hobby,’ it also has connotations of ‘taste,’

‘pastime,’ ‘(aesthetic) charm,’ or ‘essence.’ Rather than attempting to fit shumi within one comprehensive

definition, my project seeks to examine specific historical junctures at which shumi was used in distinct

ways to serve the agendas of particular individuals or institutions. My research reveals that the act of

translation is not a mere transference from one language to another, but rather an intersection of worlds

that inevitably engenders new forms of knowledge and unique modes of human experience. As such,

shumi is more than a neologism: it is one of the hitherto underappreciated pillars of intellectual life and

literary discourse in late 19th and early 20th century Japan, spanning from issues of aesthetic

appreciation to personhood, and from the production of social space to the world of advertisement and

capitalist consumption.

Marcelina DE ZOETE-LEŚNICZAK (Nicolaus Copernicus University): Osanai Kaoru

(1881-1928) as a Writer of Children’s Dramas

In the history of the development of Japanese Modern theatre (established in the first decade of the 20
th

century) Osanai Kaoru played a central and key role. First and foremost known as the founder of shingeki

movement, he was also a director, critic, teacher, theatre manager, but also a playwright. He is credited

with moving the Japanese stage toward modernist Realism and Naturalism. He also formed and was the

leader of the Jiyū Gekijō (Free Theater). The fact that he also greatly and significantly contributed to the

development of children’s theatre in Japan is not commonly known and deserves to be briefly presented.

Together with Kubota Mantarō, Nagata Hideo, Matsui Shōyō and Suzuki Miekichi he was one of the

authors who published their dramas in "Akai Tori", the magazine founded in July 1918 by writer Suzuki

Miekichi. The magazine enjoyed the greatest interest and popularity not only among readers but also in

the group of literary critics and literary researchers. It was the activity of this magazine that was the

center of historical now activities to popularize children's literature. The only collection of Osanai’s

children’s dramas was published in 1925 by Idea-Shoin and it consists of six dramas. Three of them were

published in the aforementioned “Akai Tori”. They are dramatizations of Western fairy tales, including

stories written by Andresen or the Grimm’s fairy tales. There is also one translation and adaptation of

works from overseas. Osanai’s original works are not included, because he never wrote such dramas for

children. The presentation will focus on introducing and presenting those plays with reference to the



times where many famous and recognized writers were actively involved in establishing children’s

theatre in Japan with children as the most important recipient and person in the audience.   

Joannah PETERSON (University of Kentucky): Spectral Motherhood: Re-writing the Departed

Spirit of Yang Guifei in Sagoromo monogatari

In this paper I examine the subversive possibilities of spectrality, focusing on the re-writing of the

departed spirit of Yang Guifei in the late Heian tale Sagoromo monogatari (The Tale of Sagoromo).

Evocations of the tragic love affair between Yang Guifei and Emperor Xuanzong from Bo Juyi’s “Song of

Everlasting Sorrow” abound in Heian court literature. Used to express the intensity of a male

protagonist’s grief at the loss of a lover in the Tale of Genji, the legend is used quite differently in late

Heian tales: we find a speaking and thinking Yang Guifei figure whose image as a passionate mother

competes with her image as a passionate concubine. Furthermore, late Heian tales mobilize the departed

spirit’s spectrality and incumbent capacity to make visible the invisible, allowing heroines to appear

despite lacking a corporal body. I focus on the latter-day Yang Guifei figure Asukai, with the goal of

broadening discourse on spectral femininity beyond the trope of the vengeful spirit. Asukai’s spectrality

allows her to override the historical confines of her feminine gender and middle rank, appearing to her

lover on her own terms and ensuring that her story is passed on to her descendent. I argue that this new

method of characterizing Yang Guifei signals a radical departure from the conventional focus on the

emperor’s lost love and heartbreak, and effectively re-writes the possibilities of feminine spectrality in

the monogatari genre. 

This research participates in the revisionist trend to bring late Heian tales out of the shadow of the Tale

of Genji, and is part of my larger book project which investigates the role of increased visuality during

this time of significant political and social change, when imperial mainstays—such as the role of women

in marriage arrangements— found new forms of expression in literature and art.

Session 7

Annegret BERGMANN (University of Tokyo): Collaboration between Two Doomed Arts in

Post-War Japan: Kabuki and Nihonga

This paper deals with the impact of collaboration between kabuki theatre and traditional Japanese

painting (nihonga) during the first two decades after the Second World War, when both genres struggled

to survive.

After World War II nihonga and kabuki faced criticism as arts that had supported the nationalistic

government. Kabuki had to struggle with censorship by the headquarter of the Allied Occupation Forces

and with a diminishing audience due to the harsh competition from film and television. Nihonga painting

was declared an art doomed to death by art critics and tended to be ignored in the wake of modern art

developments.

Against this background the kabuki theatre set out to the production of newly written plays and

adaptions of popular historical novels to attract an audience of which the stage sets were designed by

nihonga painters. The involvement in stage design by professional painters outside the theatre world was

not new. Since the Meiji period the emergence of western style (yōga) and the newly developed Japanese

style (nihonga) painting had led to the engagement of professional painters from both genres for

designing stage sets. Eventually, this led to the establishment of the professional stage designer by the

1930s and less participation of nihonga or yōga artists in kabuki productions.

This paper illustrates that the renewed involvement of renowned nihonga painters during the 1950s and

1960s increased kabuki theatre’s social status and that successful plays were the result of specific

combinations of playwrights, actors, and painters that also led to a different aesthetic in terms of color

and image composition for kabuki scenery.

Juno Hoay-Fern OOI (PhD candidate, University of Malaya): Dance of Darkness – an

Examination of the Different Methodological and Philosophical Lineages Within Butoh

The dance form known as ankoku butoh (“dance of darkness”) was originally conceived by Kazuo Ohno

and Hijikata Tatsumi in the early 1960s, and underwent dramatic evolutions throughout their careers.



Though early butoh performances were closely aligned with post-war Japanese avant garde movements

such as Surrealism, Neo-Dadaism, and Happenings, and exhibited clear influence by German Neuer

Tanz as well, butoh practitioners soon developed a distinctive guiding philosophy, aesthetic, and

methodology which set them apart from other contemporary dance and performance arts forms. From

the 1970s onwards, performances by Ohno, Hijikata, and their collaborators increasingly featured the

iconic white body paint, macabre facial expressions, shaking and stumbling movements most commonly

associated with butoh today. What is less remarked upon is how this change also occurred alongside an

internal process of differentiation so that it is possible to trace the different lineages within butoh, each

with their own style, mode of choreography and movement. The aim of this paper is to provide a brief

historical overview on the genealogy of butoh. I look first at the diverse influences that informed early

butoh, before turning my focus to its two co-founders to explain how Ohno and Hijikata’s practices

fundamentally differ – a distinction maintained by their respective disciples. I then examine how Akaji

Maro, a former student of Hijikata’s, diverged from these two strands and spawned a third by merging

butoh with Noguchi gymnastics. Last, I discuss the dance forms and philosophies that succeed butoh,

such as Tanaka Min’s Body Weather.

Session 8

Claudia MARRA (Nagasaki University of Foreign Studies): O-Bon in Nagasaki - Celebrating the

Bonds between the Living and the Dead

Since the Edo-period O-Bon (お盆) in Nagasaki differs in many ways from the rather solemn celebrations

elsewhere in Japan.  Since the 8
th

century, the O-Bon festival was held around the 14
th

and 15
th

of July

according to the lunar calendar. It is meant to celebrate the temporary release of the spirits from hell and

to give the living a chance to reunite and pray for their loved ones. 

Today, Japan is divided into areas, celebrating in July (Shichigatsu-Bon, 七月盆), areas, sticking to the

lunar calendar with movable holidays, and areas holding a Hachigatsu-Bon (八月盆 ) from August 13
th

to

15
th

. Nagasaki celebrates both, a movable lunar Bon in July, and Hachigatsu-Bon.

On the first day of the festival(s), the graves are cleaned and decorated, but then, in Nagasaki, a picnic is

held at the grave and fireworks are set off in the evening. Accompanied by the spirits of the ancestors

(go-senzo-sama, ご先祖様), the party then returns to the decorated homes for plenty of drinking, eating

and talking about deceased loved ones. 

If someone passed away during the previous year, family, friends, acquaintances and neighbours gather

to build a spirit boat (shōrōbune, 精霊船). Outside, these boats are either very small or just floating

lanterns, but in Nagasaki, they may be several meters long, to assure the spirits' safe return. After a

day-long parade with lots of fireworks and alcohol, these boats were then left afloat in the sea. 

In my presentation, I'd like to shed some light on the origins, customs and social function of Nagasaki

O-Bon.

Hiya MUKHERJEE (Indira Gandhi National Open University): An Investigation of Folk Beliefs

Related to Haraobi-Iwai in Japan

The aim of this paper is to examine traditional folk beliefs related to the Haraobi-Iwai ritual in Japan. In

particular, this paper will investigate what Haraobi-Iwai means in Japanese culture? From when did

Japanese people start to observe Haraobi-Iwai? What kind of folk beliefs related to the custom of

Haraobi-Iwai has been passed down in Japan since ancient times? Prefecture or area-wise, how do the

folk beliefs differ? Do the traditional folk beliefs related to Haraobi-Iwai still exist in contemporary

Japanese society? Why did Japanese women prefer to tie haraobi belts during the fifth month of

pregnancy in pre-modern days? What are the reasons behind tying maternity sash in contemporary

times? Do modern Japanese women know about the old folk beliefs related to the Haraobi-Iwai ritual?

This paper will rely on primary and secondary data to address these questions. 

For the secondary data, this paper will mainly rely on published Journal articles and books related to the

folk beliefs of Haraobi-Iwai found in various areas in Japan. For the primary data, this paper will use

interview survey data gathered by the author between 2018 and 2020 in Nagoya city, Aichi Prefecture.

Finally, this paper will conclude that the heavy influence of modernization, technological advancement,

and the transformation in the family system from extended to nuclear in Japanese society, have

contributed to the disappearance of traditional folk beliefs of Haraobi-Iwai in recent years. However,



even if folk beliefs have lost significance in recent years, the custom of tying maternity belly band is still

practiced by Japanese women in contemporary times.

Carmen SĂPUNARU TĂMAȘ (University of Hyogo): Discrimination, Separation, and Blood: the

Role of Women in Japanese Matsuri

The Japanese matsuri, elaborate rituals performed all over the country to celebrate and pacify local

deities, have been for hundreds of years almost exclusively the realm of men. Men lead, organize, play

various roles, and, most importantly, decide when and how women can join them. Changes in the

attitudes towards women in contemporary society and, more importantly, the aging of the population

and the urban migration mean that women are given the opportunity to become more involved in these

events, yet in many places „tradition” is upheld and women continue to be supporting actors on the

sacred stage. This presentation is based on eight years of fieldwork conducted at two major Japanese

festivals, one that allows female participation, and one that does not, and it aims to shed light on

contemporary perspectives on gender roles, as well as ritual purity and pollution.

While it seems that the taboos upheld by these male communities are more supported by principles that

represent a collective memory of “traditional” beliefs than religious precepts upheld in contemporary

society, the practices persist despite various ritual changes brought about by external factors. However,

one key concept here is that of “role”: these are roles both genders perform according to an agreed-upon

convention. 21
st

century Japan is no longer a stage for submissive women who cater to the needs of their

men, but rather a place where women choose their battles, and the one for being able to touch or carry

the sacred objects appears not to be worth fighting.

Keynote speaker

Stephanie ASSMANN-TERADA (University of Hyogo): Setting the Table: Teaching Moderation,

Conviviality and Sustainability through Food in  Moral Education Classes in Japan

Moral education in Japan has a contested history but has witnessed a gradual revival in post-war Japan.

The Fundamental Law on Education was revised in 2006 with a renewed focus on patriotism, a concern

for the environment, and an emphasis on individual responsibility within the family and as a member of

society. This revision coincides with the enactment of the Fundamental Law on Food Education in 2005,

which seeks to improve eating habits and raise awareness of an indigenous food fare.

This presentation examines the links between moral education and food education through an analysis of

the textbook entitled ‘Our Morality’ which is used in elementary and junior high schools. Educational

guidelines address eating in moderation, the significance of food for a daily life rhythm and the role of

food in expressing responsibility and conviviality.

Michel Foucault’s concept of governmentality helps to reveal the “double edge” (Borovoy 2017) of hidden

power mechanisms behind these educational efforts that aim to create benefits for individuals but

simultaneously instill highly political values such as a focus on national identity and a return to

conservative family and gender ideals.

Session 9

Júlia SOMODI (Károli Gáspár University of the Reformed Church in Hungary): Refusal

Strategies of Hungarian Speakers of Japanese in Comparison with Native Speakers

The present research is a comparative study on the refusal strategies of Hungarian speakers of Japanese

and native speakers. It is a pilot study based on the I-JAS International Corpus of Japanese as a Second

Language.

When learning or teaching a second language, the pragmatic features of a language can not be neglected.

In order to succeed in communication, the second language learners have to focus not only on the

grammatical aspects of a language, but pragmatic aspects should also be emphasized. The speech act of

refusal can be called one of the more complex speech acts. It is face-threatening both for the speaker and



the listener (Beebe, Takahashi, & Uliss-Weltz, 1990). Besides, different cultures may have different

strategies for refusing the interlocutor. However, when communicating on an other language, we often

tend to follow the pragmatic patterns of our native language. This may lead to misunderstandings or

unsuccessful communication. Textbooks focus only partially on refusals strategies, and one can often

notice textbooklike startegies in the refusals produced by students.

In the present research we are going to analyze role plays of Hungarian learners of Japanese, who have

already been in Japan and students, who have studied the language in Hungary. The results will be

compared with role plays of Japanese native speakers. The study will focus on the pragmatic strategies

used by the participants. The study is based on recorded role plays.

Our hypothesis is that Hungarian learners of Japanese will use more direct strategies than native

speakers and use a lower proportion of elliptical sententences. Harmony will be prioritized by the native

Japanese speakers.The research will also cover the investigation of the the grammatical and lexical

structures used by the participants.

The aim of the study is twofold: 1) to compare the refusal strategies by Hungarian Japanese speakers and

native speakers 2) to highlight the pragmatic competences to be developed in order to help effective

communication. Refusal strategies are mostly taught in classroom settings. One way to improve students’

pragmatic competence is to expose them to authentic situations, where they can observe refusal

strategies in natural environment.

Keywords: pragmatic competence, refusal strategies, language learning, communication

References:

Beebe, L., Takahashi, T., & Uliss-Weltz, R. (1990). Pragmatic transfer in ESL refusals. In R. C. Scarcella,

E. Andersen, & S. D. Krashen (Eds.), Developing communicative competence in a second language,

55-73. New York, USA: Newbury House.

Raluca Maria CIOLCĂ (PhD candidate, Osaka University): The Relationship between Noun

Gradability and Nationality in Japanese

This presentation explores the relationship between two elements which may seem an unlikely pairing at

first: noun gradability and nationality in Japanese. Albeit mentioned in several studies, the gradable

interpretations of nouns have not occupied a central position in the literature, since gradability itself is

typically associated with adjectives. Moreover, it may seem unlikely that a linguistic phenomenon such as

noun gradability could have any influence on how nationality is perceived in a certain language.

The aim of this presentation is to shed light on a pattern which can be observed in the gradable

interpretation of nouns related to the concepts of “country” and “nation” in Japanese. More specifically,

the analysis will focus on examples produced by native speakers of Japanese, in which nouns such as

Nihon-jin ‘Japanese (person)’ or Nihon ‘Japan’ co-occur with gradability markers such as totemo ‘very’

or kanzen-ni ‘completely’.

The compatibility of such nouns with degree markers might appear arbitrary, but the analysis of the

relevant examples suggests otherwise: a clear pattern can be identified when it comes to what is

perceived as “very Japanese” or “completely Japanese”. The presentation will also provide a comparison

with English and Romanian, highlighting a type of universality in the compatibility of the nouns in

question with gradability markers, but also exploring potential cultural implications of this linguistic

phenomenon.

Session 10

Conor Michael AHERNE (Shiga University): Upping the Ante: Gambling, Gamblers and Go in

Heian and Kamakura Japan

Gambling has a long history in Japan. From their earliest references in the Taihō Ritsuryō Codes of 702

to the Meiji period (1868-1912), go, sugoroku and shogi have all enjoyed the patronage of Japanese

emperors, aristocrats, warriors and monks. This paper is the first to explore these gambling games as

told through setsuwa, collections of didactic and secular stories popular in medieval Japan. While go has

long been associated with the aristocracy, its popularity with the Buddhist clergy in Japan is typified by

Kanren (874-?), often referred to as the “Saint of Go.” Through an analysis of stories in the Kokon



chomonjū (古今著聞集 “A Collection of Notable Tales Old and New”), and Konjaku Monogatarishū (今昔
物語 “Anthology of Tales from the Past”), this paper proposes that gambling was first an important form

of leisure (あそび) in Classical Japan but also a way to win sumptuous wagers, to the extent that gambling

games were repeatedly proscribed by the military government during the Kamakura period (1185-1333).

Dániel HORNOS (PhD candidate, Eötvös Loránd University Budapest): Introduction to the

Translation and Philological Research of Edo Period Shogunate Decrees on Fires and Arson

The aim of this paper is to provide an introduction to the world of Edo period (1600-1868) shogunate

decrees on fires and arson. The aim of this research project is to use the Edo period decrees as source

texts to explore the relationship of the Edo period Japanese society to fires and arson; how contemporary

Japanese viewed fires; and what laws and regulations the central authorities enacted to prevent disasters

caused by careless or deliberate fire setting. In the Edo period, as cities grew larger and larger, wooden

buildings built close together could easily catch fire, and a fire could quickly spread to a large area. As a

result, many regulations and decrees were issued on how to prevent fires and catch arsonists. My aim is

to use the analysis of these source texts to explore this important issue in the Edo period from a

perspective that has been little addressed yet: by translating and analysing the content of the decrees, I

believe we can better understand this aspect of Edo period life and society. Moreover, as I am working

with source texts that only exist in Japanese, the translation, analysis and publication of these texts may

also assist future research on early modern Japan.

Giovanni BORRIELLO (University of Tuscia): Echo of Michał Boym’s Medical-scientific Works

(1612-1659) in Japan

There are many studies that focused on the Polish-Hungarian Jesuit missionary Michał Boym

(1612-1659) in China at the Ming court and on his medical-scientific activity, which will lead him to the

writing of works such as Clavis Medica ad Chinarum Doctrinam de Pulsibus and Flora Sinensis.

However, little emphasis has been given to the influences that his medical and botanical works have had

on the spread of his sphygmological and phytotherapeutic knowledge in the nearby Japanese

Archipelago, where his in-depth studies will be made known through the mediation of the Dutch East

India Company (VOC) on Deshima and through the figure of the German doctor and botanist Andreas

Cleyer (1634-1697/98) at the service of the Company. Cleyer read Boym’s writings and after returning to

Europe, he will be widely known in the West. In this paper, I’ll focus on the spread of Boym’s writings in

Japan and on the influence his study has exerted on the medical developments in the Archipelago, and

subsequently on how Boym’s medical-scientific works thanks to the mediation of the VOC doctors, above

all the aforementioned Cleyer, have managed to have great gloss and diffusion in the Europe too.

Keywords: Michał Boym, Andreas Cleyer, Traditional Chinese Medicine, Japanese Medicine, Dutch East

India Company (VOC)

Session 11

Luca PROIETTI (PhD candidate, SOAS, University of London): The Noisy Empowerment of

National through Transnational in the Group Ongaku’s Work

In the early 1960s, avant-garde performing artists act for the preservation of the Japanese identity with

the climax of the anti-Japan-US security treaty movement. Among them, the avant-garde band Group

Ongaku took inspiration from Fluxus international movement’s artists in developing from Futurism,

Surrealism, and Dada, along with the influence of kabuki and noh, the noise aesthetics that would have

led to the creation of the Japanese noise music genre in the late 1970s. In a context in which Japanese

music was dominated by the American music influence (rock n' roll, jazz) as well as fusions of modern

Euro-American composition and traditional Japanese music, the efforts of Group Ongaku in exploring

the limits of music through noise by mixing traditional musical instruments with noisy objects like

vacuum cleaners, radio, and oil drums can be seen not only as a mere result of different influences but

also as a reaction to preserve Japanese culture and identity through transnational reworking in

correlation with other acts of social engagement through art like Jikken Kōbō and angura theatre. Hence,

the purpose of the paper is to highlight how the work of Group Ongaku build up a strong base in which



the transcultural element of the performance could be paradoxically employed to empowering the

nationalistic meaning carried on by Japanese performers.

Sophie ROCHEFORT-GUILLOUET (Université de Rouen): The Westerners in Japanese Art,

from Nanban Art to Rangaku Studies and Meiji Ukiyo-e. 

 

First manifestation of direct Western influence on Japanese culture, Nanban art results from trade and

cultural exchanges mainly with Portuguese and Spanish who had reached Japan in the 16th century.

Early contacts produced the so called Southern barbarian art, showing the curiosity, amazement and

also some apprehension the Japanese had when considering these people coming from afar on

Caravellas. 

 This presentation will focus first on the various depictions of westerners, their physiognomies, costumes

and strange customs as a way to illustrate early connections between Japanese and Westerners, being

then traders, sailors, military men or priests. We will concentrate on paintings, maps and screens, from

Japanese and Foreign Museums. We will rely on literary sources too, describing contacts between Bakufu

officials and travellers, traders, diplomats and religious characters, the latter soon to be referred to as

padres.    

We will then see how Nanban art declined after the Tokugawa Sakoku policy in the 1630s closing the

country to foreign influences and prohibiting Christianity. At a time foreigners and Japanese weren’t

allowed any direct contact save through monopolistic trade with the Dutch, on the Dejima artificial island

in Nagasaki Bay, the dutch studies or Rangaku were all the more crucial for the rulers to keep being

informed on the outside world.  

At the end of the Shogunate Edo era, we will finally see how the threat of a forced opening, imposed by

foreigners in 1854, and the fear of a semi colonial status for their country led the Japanese to be cautious

and to catch up quickly with the West. Therefore, depictions of Westerners in prints, before and around

the Meiji imperial restoration, are extremely interesting to understand the harsh feelings towards

Barbarians preying on Japan. 

 We will conclude with the fashionable taste of the Meiji era elite class who indulged clothes, furniture

and goods from the West, a tendency captured in prints showing traditionally clothed Japanese along

with women in crinoline dresses and men in top hats… A new rage for all things western - somehow

recalling the 16th century taste for european goods.   

Session 12

Ana DAMASCHIN (PhD candidate, Babeș-Bolyai University)& Andra-Ștefănica

GROSU (PhD candidate, Bucharest University of Economic Studies): The Role of Cultural

Intelligence (CQ) in the Post-Pandemic World (The Case Study of Japan)

Cultural intelligence, or cultural factor (CQ), is the ability to communicate and work effectively in

culturally diverse situations. Our global economy is transforming quickly; the world after COVID-19 is

unlikely to return to the world that it was, so understanding the impact of cultural intelligence can give

an advantage in the workplace in the post-pandemic era in Japanese society. Many trends already

showing in the global economy are being accelerated by the impact of the pandemic. This is especially

true in the digital economy with the rise of digital behaviors such as remote work and training,

telemedicine, delivery services, consulting, e-banking, or recruiting. Other structural changes could also

lead to flexible working hours with rapid acclimatization of technology. Post-pandemic operating

mechanisms are expected to become increasingly technology-driven as business models evolve to

accommodate these changes. As the future of work arrives faster, along with its challenges, it is essential

to discuss cultural intelligence, how it affects the workplace, human interactions, communication, and

collaboration, and how to encourage cultural intelligence within a company.

The survey of people working virtually in an Indian company in Japan during the pandemic suggests that

virtual interactions tend to impact how people think, feel, and act and accentuate communication

problems, such as the failure to share or understand the local context. Also, cultural intelligence helps

foster 'trust and understanding' among virtual teams in the post-pandemic virtual world. It enables

leaders, employees, and their organizations to detect and adapt to changes effectively.



Keywords: cultural intelligence, new normal, future of work, cultural differences, Japanese society,

communication

Sofia ROSSATELLI (PhD candidate, University of Milan): Eating Disorders in Today’s Japan

and the Effectiveness of Art Therapies

Some Japanese government measures such as the "Metabo Law" of 2008, and sociocultural factors like

the aesthetic models promoted by today's idols and TV series put pressure on the national population

about precise physical canons, especially in body weight. In certain cases, these elements unintentionally

favour the onset of eating disorders.

Furthermore, since the beginning of 2020, the Covid-19 pandemic and its consequences have put a strain

on the psychological strength of individuals in every part of the world. At times, this has brought them

into stress, anxiety, and even psychic diseases. Among the latter, in Japan there has been a drastic

increase in eating disorders, especially among young people.

In recent years, the effectiveness of art therapies for people with eating disorders is being studied in

many countries. This contribute aims to exemplify some successful art therapeutic activities, that could

be seen as inspirational models for today's Japanese situation. Here are some essential references.

Hays M., 2021. Exploring Art Therapy with Clients suffering from eating disorders in an Out-Patient

Setting. Expressive Therapies Capstone Theses, 397.

Kurisu K, Matsuoka M, Sato K, Hattori A, Yamanaka Y, Nohara N, Otani M, Yoshiuchi K., 2021.

“Increased Prevalence of Eating Disorders in Japan Since the Start of the COVID-19 Pandemic”. Eat

Weight Disord. 2.1.5. Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare Website:

https://www.mhlw.go.jp/stf/seisakunitsuite/bunya/0000161103.html (accessed 10
th

June 2022).

Takakura, S., Toda, K., Yamashita, M. et al., 2022. “Potential Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on

Japanese Patients with Eating Disorders. A Cross-sectional Study”. BioPsychoSocial Med 16. 2.

NHK World Japan, 4.09’. Living with an Eating Disorder:

https://www3.nhk.or.jp/nhkworld/en/ondemand/video/9999b57/ (accessed 14
th

June 2022).

Session 13

Chieko HIRANOI (Hosei University): A Social Drama: The Attic and Its Spatial Meaning

Sakate Yoji (1962-) is one of the representative and active playwrights and directors in contemporary

Japan. He is renowned as a writer who has strong interest in social and controversial issues today such as

wars, violence, LGBT, whaling, emperor system, new cult religion, hikikomori, or social withdrawal and

so on. Some of his works have repeatedly been performed overseas including The Attic. 

 The Attic mainly focuses on the motif of hikikomori, but it also inquires the meaning of such a limited

and closed space like an attic. The entire work assumes that ‘attic kits’ get popular as a product on sale. 

For example, a young man purchases an attic kit to set it in his personal room in a dormitory on campus.

Afterwards, he commits suicide in it. Another man places it underground of his parents’ house to retreat

into it and to communicate with unknown people online. Apart from such scenes related to the serious

social issue, Sakate describes some scenes showing his interest in the space. For example, he humorously

describes two detectives watching on a suspect. They assemble the kit on street as their waiting space

instead of a car, which is normally expected. In another scene, an attic kit comes to be used as a

mountain hut for climbers. The scene depicts some conversation between a climber and a ghost

pretending to be another climber. 

The author will discuss Sakate’s depiction of the social issue, hikikomori in The Attic, and the meaning

and potential of such limited and closed spaces as an attic.

Hiroko NISHIGUCHI (Waseda University): 邦訳グリム童話がつなぐ世界の文学 ― オデュッセウスと
「韓信の股くぐり」

1812/15年にドイツで初版が編まれた『グリム童話集』は、日本では明治時代より盛んに翻訳されてきた。邦訳
は、韓国で初期のグリム童話の翻訳の底本として活用されるなど、アジアでの意義もあわせ持つ。
明治期の翻訳は、物語の舞台を日本に置きかえることも珍しくなかった。本発表では、グリム童話を例として、
当時の翻訳で何がどのように日本の読者向けに変えられたかに着目する。

https://www.mhlw.go.jp/stf/seisakunitsuite/bunya/0000161103.html
https://www3.nhk.or.jp/nhkworld/en/ondemand/video/9999b57/


ある邦訳グリム童話の中に「韓信の二代目を気取って」という表現がある。韓信は中国の『史記』に記録された
武将である。慣用句「韓信の股くぐり」は、将来の大きな目的のために恥に耐えるという意味で、今日でも日本
の政治家に引用されることがある。韓信のエピソードは、日本では子どものための書物に掲載されたり、掛け軸
に描かれて一般家庭に飾られたりしていたため、よく知られていたのである。歌川国芳が手がけた三枚続の浮
世絵も知られている。
この童話は日本では韓信を想起させたが、ドイツではグリム兄弟がオデュッセウスに結び付けていた。羊の腹
の下に隠れてポリュペモスから逃れる場面で、これはホメロスの作品によって知られている。こうして、童話のひ
とつの場面が異なる文化圏で異なる連想を生んだのである。

Session 14

Marianna LÁZÁR (Károli Gáspár University of the Reformed Church in Hungary): Ancient

Coins of Japan

From the latter part of the 7th century, Japan introduced various systems from Tang China in order to

build a centralized government based on the ritsuryō code. During this process, as Japanese aristocrats

in the centralised government became highly interested in Tang culture, metal coins were issued. 

Over the last couple of decades, there have been unexpected developments in the study of the

numismatic history of ancient Japan. Specifically, recent developments in archaeological research

significantly contributed to the study of coins. What were the currencies that structured economic, social

and ritual activity between the 7th–10th century? What visual and cultural characteristics did they have

compared to ancient Chinese coins? Do the most recent archaeological findings support the documentary

records (Nihon Shoki日本書記, Shoku Nihongi  続日本紀 )?

In this paper, the author attempts to outline and (re-)examine the characteristics and cultural historical

background of ancient Japanese coins from the Asuka period to the early Heian period, focusing on both

the contents of written sources (such as historical records and illustrated works), and on the ways in

which new archaeological finds have cast light upon the cultural history of ancient Japan. 

Richárd Gábor GOTTNER (PhD candidate, Eötvös Loránd University): An Outline on Jūjutsu

in the Meiji and Taishō Eras

Japanese jūjutsu, as the original close-quarter combat system of the samurai was one of the most

important martial arts during the Edo-period (1600-1868): in terms of the number of established

schools, jūjutsu comes third in popularity, right after swordsmanship (kenjutsu) and gunnery (hōjutsu).

The Meiji-restoration in 1868 not only abolished the samurai status from society, but it also brought the

downfall of traditional martial arts, as classical weapons such as swords and matchlock guns became

obviously obsolete against the contemporary Western weaponry. The art of jūjutsu as well ceased to exist

almost completely, only to be retrieved by its modernized form called jūdō in 1882. At least, this is the

generally accepted, widespread anecdote, favouring the official lore of Kōdōkan jūdō. However, from the

end of the XIX. century, as book printing became gradually more accessible, through its literature one

can see not a declining, but quite the opposite, a flourishing jūjutsu life, with many schools publishing

their long-kept secrets to accommodate to the new age.

In my presentation, I intend to give an outline on the definition, concept, history and characteristics of

Japanese jūjutsu, as well as show its evolution into the modern Meiji (1868-1912) and (1912-1926) Taishō

Era, which became well documented thanks to the wide variety of published jūjutsu manuals at that time.

Session 15

Panel: Craft, Leisure and Sport in Modern and Contemporary Japanese Religions

This panel explores the role of crafts, hobbies, leisure and sport in modern and contemporary Japanese

religions in domestic and transnational contexts. The papers in this panel reflect upon how craft, leisure

and sport provide a space for consuming, creating, and practicing religious ideals, which in turn, impact

individuals, religious institutions, and polities. Utilizing archival, ethnographic, and interview research

methods, the papers in this panel shed new light on the ways in which religious identities are

constructed, contested, and constrained in modern and contemporary Japanese society.



Jon Morris’ exploration of sokushinbutsu in modern gaming culture shows how Tohoku continues to be

portrayed as an “internal foreign land” and gateway to vestiges of Early Modern mystique and a shared

national mythic past. Questions of identity and modernity are also taken up by Liliana Morais who shows

how religious repertoires referenced by Western potters working in Japan function as part of a

vocabulary to explain their cosmopolitan orientations and hybrid identitiesin-between foreignness and

Japaneseness. Dale Andrews’ paper explores the active role played by visitors to “sacred sites” relating to

anime and manga in generating new layers of meaning and form within subculture and fandom. Daniel

Friedrich’s exploration of distance running and religious experience sheds light on how Buddhist public

leisure is constructed and experienced in present-day Japan.

Together these papers through exploring religious practices and vocabularies beyond temple walls and

sectarian structures engage with larger questions in the field of religious studies by considering how,

why, and where religious activities are practiced, produced, and understood in religious and secular

spaces.

Liliana Morais (Rikkyo University) Between “Self” and “Otherness”: Craftsmanship and

Spirituality in the Discourse and Practice of Western Potters in Japan

This paper looks at how ideas of Japanese craftsmanship and Eastern spirituality are interwoven in the

discourse and practice of Westerners who have crossed national borders to practice ceramics in Japan.

From the mid-nineteenth century, images of Japan as a repository of aesthetic and spiritual values

antipodal to Western modernity have captured the imagination of artists and intellectuals in search of

something beyond the normative patterns of their societies. These cultural narratives, born from the

transnational trajectories of Japanese Culture and Western Orientalism, have drawn artists and students

to the country, with some establishing their lives here permanently, thus blurring the boundaries

between “self” and “others”.

As a material cultural object, Japanese pottery appears as a privileged means to explore the relationships

between craftsmanship and spirituality. Marked by religious and philosophical precepts deriving from

Taoist, Buddhist and Shinto traditions, which focus on ideas of mind-body unity and a non-binary

understanding of the relationships between humanity and nature, Japanese ceramics are known

worldwide for their natural-looking aesthetics and the preference for natural processes, now employed by

potters around the world.

This paper explores the relationships that Western potters living and working with ceramics in Japan

establish with the materials, techniques, and traditions of Japanese pottery making, focusing on its

perceived religious and spiritual aspects. In the process of negotiating their images of Japan in-between

Western and Japanese ideas of craftsmanship and spirituality, they reveal their cosmopolitan

orientations and hybrid identities in-between foreignness and Japaneseness.

Jon Morris (Daito Bunka University): Sokushinbutsu in Contemporary Gaming Culture

The sokushinbutsu 即身仏 mummified “buddhas in this very body” of Japan’s Tohoku region, closely

associated with the Shingon 真言 sect and Mt. Yudono 湯殿, have lent themselves to worship, neglect,

rediscovery and great ambiguity in representation through iconography, performance and literature,

often with considerable ambiguity and humour.

After fading from view somewhat due to legal, cultural and institutional changes in the Meiji period, the

sokushinbutsu were rediscovered by Showa period journalists and scholars of various disciplines. This

renaissance of interest led to increased visits to sokushinbutsu temples, and to the appearance of

reimagined sokushinbutsu in popular culture media such as manga, anime and video games, in addition

to various literary and television portrayals.

Stylized sokushinbutsu characters appear in a number of video games, most recently ‘The Legend of

Zelda: Breath of the Wild’ (Nintendo 2017) and ‘Sekiro Shadows Die Twice’(Activision, 2019). They have

also been the subject of a card game series In 2020, Group SNE produced the bilingual Sokushinbutsu ni

narō 即身仏になろう (“Let’s Become Sokushinbutsu!”), with the English title ‘Sokushinbutsu! The

Ultimate Ascetic Practice of Self Mummification’.

This presentation explores the evolving image of the sokushinbutsu found in contemporary gaming

genres, in which they serve as a means to evoke the presence of a mysterious past in a semi-familiar

setting. Thus we see Tohoku being given the role of a Japanese “internal foreign land”, or even what

Victor Turner referred to as “The Center Out There: The Pilgrim’s Goal.”



Daniel Friedrich (Sendai Shirayuri Women’s College): Paths of Practice: Trail Running and

Buddhism in Contemporary Japan

Running, with the notable exception of the Tendai practice of circumambulating Mount Hiei (kaihōgyō

回峰行), is often not considered by scholars to be an integral part of religious experience in contemporary

Japan. Scholars of sports and Japanese society most often describe running as a tool used to instill civic

identities, promote health and fitness, and as a method for attaining elusive beauty ideals. Although

acknowledging the role of running in these areas, this paper suggests that running events also contribute

to public religious culture, increased knowledge of local and national religious histories, and utilization of

religious vocabularies and practices. Drawing upon ethnographic research, participant observation

research methods, and interviews with participants, race directors and organizers, this paper elucidates

the specific and varied ways in which Buddhist ideals are embodied and expressed at running events.

Including races and events sponsored in-part by Buddhist religious institutions this paper reveals how

group runs, road marathons and trail races function to create and reinforce bonds between individual

members and religious groups; while also evincing the motivations and outcomes—desired and

actual—that leaders and participants associate with athletic endeavors.

Dale K. Andrews (Tohoku Gakuin University): Butchering Cuties: The Violent Religious

Symbolism Found on Votive Tablets from Pilgrimaging Anime Fans

It has become commonplace for the artists producing anime (animation) to draw upon real-world places

and scenery. As a cultural by-product, fans search out and travel to the locales that function as the

inspiration for an anime’s setting. Fans often refer to this activity as seichi junrei 聖地巡礼, literally

sacred-site pilgrimage, investing it with a degree of socio-religious significance.

Beginning with a game that later developed into an anime series, Higurashi-no-naku-koro-ni ひぐらしの
なく頃に (hereafter, Higurashi) exemplifies how an anime can generate a pilgrimage. Higurashi’s

pilgrimage emerged around 2007 in conjunction with its first television airing. Fans started visiting the

modeled village of Shirakawa, Gifu Prefecture, which is a UNESCO World Heritage site known for its

rustic and nostalgic atmosphere. Similar to fans at other anime pilgrimage sites, Higurashi fans gathered

at a real-world Shinto shrine located in Shirakawa, where they began dedicating wooden votive tablets on

which they penned prayers to and illustrations of the Higurashi characters.

Such fan activity may be welcomed by communities hoping to increase their tourist draw and invigorate

their local economy, but the fan presence at Shirakawa was not well-received by locals. The reason

perhaps lies with the Higurashi storyline which follows a group of students who become entangled in a

run of mysterious murders. Murders that are depicted in the series with bloody brutality. While most

fans illustrated their votive tablets with a cute and innocent likeness of the Higurashi’s characters, a

number of fans chose to deliver images of those same characters in their psychotic and butchering alter

ego. In this paper, I will focus on these darker artistic renderings and associated motifs in an effort to

elucidate the nature of religious devotion offered by fans to the Higurashi world.

Session 16

Elisha Ager (PhD candidate, University of Edinburgh): An Investigation of How the

Worldbuilding in Recent Folklore-related Anime Can Suggest Themes of Nostalgia

Introduction: Japanese folklore and mythology are ever-growing genres of anime. The world-building in

these folklore-related anime often reflect real creatures (yōkai), stories, and myths from a pre-Meiji

Japan. This creates a running motif across various anime that show yōkai as a symbol for the past, which

contrasts to humans existing in the present-day of the narrative. The use of visual signifiers can build-up

the fictional worlds of anime, reflecting a cultural nostalgia for folklore through the place and time

perceived in the composition of a scene. As such, the signifiers within these anime are seen through the

images, designs, and symbols in the world-building to show the utilisation of folklore and mythology in

emphasising a cultural nostalgia for a pre-Meiji Japan.

Methodology: This study investigates three anime using media analysis to show how folklore is used

within the worldbuilding of current anime. These anime are: Fukigen na Mononokean不機嫌なモノノケ
庵 (Iwanaga & Kawasaki 2016-2019), Otome Yōkai Zakuroおとめ妖怪ざくろ (Kon 2010), and Kamisama



Hajimemashita 神様はじめました (Daichi 2015-2016). The data sampling method of this study is the

video analysis software NVivo. Through visual signifiers these anime create an atmosphere of a Japanese

past surrounding yōkai characters. In this study, motifs of the ‘past’ are used to signify yōkai characters

and the ‘present’ signifies humans. This study uses qualitative collection methods such as visual and

content analysis of the mise en scène, composition, and appearance of the worldbuilding. 

Yasuo SHIMIZU (Doshisha University): コロナ禍の日本のランニング−−新しい日本のスポーツの価
値を求めて
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
今、コロナ禍で日本の大規模マラソンや市民マラソン受難である。コロナ禍が始まってから現在までの状況を
新聞などのメデイアや関係者の話を踏まえて考察した。それを基に、今後日本のマラソン大会がどうあるべきか
考えてみた。その考察、結果が以下である。
日本のコロナが流行し始めたのが2020年1月下旬であった。2020年3月東京マラソン中止になってからドミノ
倒しのように全国の大会が中止になり、2021年3月東京2020は1年後に延期、その後、緊急事態宣言が発生
後、陸上競技、ランニングの大会が中止になった。
2020年秋になってから日本陸連がコロナ対策をだして陸上競技大会が再開、リモートマラソンが多く実施され
た。2021年の冬、多くのマラソン大会が中止、その多くがリモートマラソンにかわった。2021年夏、東京2020が
何とか開かれ、秋、金沢マラソンなどの大規模マラソン大会が再開された矢先、オミクロン株の影響で市民マラ
ソン大会がまた中止になりかかったが、東京マラソンが開かれ、何とか日本の現在マラソンが復活してきてい
る。
今後、日本でのマラソン大会が復活するが、リモートマラソンも行われるであろう。その結果、日本のランナー及
び日本人は、根性、努力や相手との競争、数字（記録）との闘いとは違った別の意義、価値をマラソン、スポー
ツに見出すことになるであろう。

Amin GHADIMI (Osaka University): Community and Christianity in the Kumamoto

Enlightenment

This presentation explores what it calls the phenomenon of “Christian Enlightenment” in early Meiji

Japan through the case of a community of Christian converts in 1870s Kumamoto. It argues that the

ironic consequence of the liberalization of thought and the rise of individual, rational investigation

during the era of Japan’s enlightenment was the conscious adoption of heteronomous knowing and

principles of religious community founded on “spiritual” concepts of love and fellowship. In short, the

individual, rational enlightenment led ironically to Christian community. The presentation thus

contributes to growing studies in global intellectual history construing “enlightenment” as a global

category that in fact did not always involve a departure from religious and intellectual heteronomy.

Empirically, the presentation focuses on the so-called “Kumamoto Band,” a group of young men who

studied under Leroy Lansing Janes, an American dispatched to Kumamoto to in the early 1870s to spur

what is known as the Higo or Kumamoto Restoration. The presentation draws from both

English-language primary sources written by Janes and his students as well as Japanese local archival

sources in Kumamoto as well as extensive secondary scholarship in Japanese. It links the social history of

the community that Janes established in his Western Academy in Kumamoto to the intellectual

transformations wrought by the education he implemented.

Theoretically, the presentation extends what Ōkubo Takeharu calls the “three vectors” of the Japanese

enlightenment—received Confucian thought, Western Enlightenment thought, and Christian thought—to

insist that although the topic has fallen out of favor in the past few decades, the question of Christianity

remains central to early Meiji intellectual and social history. The case of Kumamoto was a common topic

in historical studies before the 1990s; this presentation returns to an old topic with new, global

perspectives on the enlightenment.

Guest speakers:

Kayo SASAO (Kobe College):「恥」の生成——樋口一葉「たけくらべ」と廓をめぐる動向

樋口一葉「たけくらべ」（1895〜1896年 “Child’s Play”）は、吉原遊廓に隣接する竜泉寺町を舞台に、少年少女
の姿を描き出した物語である。一葉は、1893（明治26）年から翌年にかけてこの地に居住しており、見聞をもと
に描かれたものと評価されてきた。
膨大な論考の中で特に注目を集めてきたのは、主要登場人物の中で唯一の少女である美登利の、物語終盤
の変容についてである。美登利の身に何が起きたのか。明示されていないその要因をめぐっては、解釈論争と



いうべき事態も生じた。しかし、その原因に焦点が置かれたこれらの論考では、変容の表象そのものの考察
は、充分になされてきたとはいい難い。
　変容後の美登利が持つ感情として、とりわけ描きだされるのは「恥」である。なぜ「恥」が前景化されるのか。本
発表では、美登利の感情表現を、明治20年代前半に高揚していた、廃娼運動との関わりの中で考察してみた
い。江戸時代に誕生した吉原遊廓の明治になっての変容が、作中に描き込まれていることの指摘は従来なさ
れてきたが、公娼制度の是非をめぐる廃娼論／存娼論の言説と、物語との関わりは、やはり充分検討されてき
たとはいい難い。娼妓をめぐる言説に変動があったことを踏まえながら、美登利の描写が語るものを捉え直して
みたい。

Gunnella ÞORGEIRSDÓTTIR (University of Iceland): Day of the Dog: Apotropaic Means of

Protecting Both Mother and Child in Japanese Society

There is a strong and well known association between the Day of the Dog in Japanese tradition and that

of the wellbeing of a pregnant woman in her second trimester. The associated rituals as well as the

various talismans are all perceived as belonging to a long history of childbearing in Japanese society with

a vast number of both area and shrine bound differences. Some focus on the various deities, largely

Suitengu, others on the image of the dog, whilst yet others focus on the mystical Kappa. What is of great

interest is that in recent years the popularity of the ritual has grown considerably to the point of almost

being perceived as a social requirement.

In my presentation I would like to examine the various elements of the ritual from a both folkloric as well

as historical perspective, highlighting why this ritual has regained so much popularity in recent years so

as to be deemed almost necessary, at least before the birth of the first child. 

Session 17

Alexandra MUSTĂȚEA (Kanda University of International Studies): Towards a (Japanese)

Confucian Sexual Ethics: Sexual Desire in Kogaku Texts

Regarding the issue of sexual desire, Confucianism’s legacy is not uncontroversial, in Japan and

elsewhere: some historians suggest, for example, that the Song-period (Neo-)Confucian revival was

mainly responsible for the increasingly conservative views on sexuality and sexual activity in China (Lo

1993, Van Gulik 1974); in modern Japan, Confucianism’s influence on the ‘ryōsai kenbo’ discourse, as

well as its instrumental role in legitimizing increasingly conservative policies on nudity and pornographic

materials in the Meiji period, seems to suggest a similarly strait-laced stance. Par excellence,

Confucianism – in modern Japan and elsewhere – was labelled by critics not only as a hindrance to the

modern (wo)man, but also as an inherently puritanical philosophy. Looking back at the Edo period, it

seems paradoxical, then, that Confucianism flourished in Japan right alongside chōnin culture, with the

latter’s taste for demimonde aesthetic ideals, nudity-celebrating public performances or widespread

circulation of ‘saucy’ pornographic storybooks (shunpon) and humorous “books of manners” (sharebon).

The examples of women being taught about proper womanly behaviour from the Confucian classic Onna

Daigaku (“The Great Learning for Women”) while at the same time being gifted collections of

shunga/shunpon upon marriage are not few. Likewise, the examples of Confucian-educated men

frequenting the Yoshiwara quarters and engaging in ‘worldly activities’ abound (Fukushima 2011).

However, deeper historical or philosophical investigations of the issue of sexual desire and Japanese

Confucianism are scarce. One is left to wonder, then, what Edo-period Confucian thinkers made of the

scholarly tradition they adopted from China and its role in the heterogeneous world they inhabited, or

how sexual desire fit within their Confucian moral universe and its understanding of human nature. In

an attempt to explore this topic, this presentation will focus on a few relevant Japanese Confucian texts

from the 17th C, such as Kumazawa Banzan’s Shūgi washo, Yamaga Sokō’s Yamaga gorui, and Ogyū

Sorai’s Benmei.

Roman PAȘCA (Akita University): Revisiting Confucianism: Andō Shōeki’s Critique of the Five

Relationships



As part of his effort to frame and contextualize his own philosophy, Edo period thinker Andō Shōeki

consistently engages all the other major currents and schools of thought with the twofold purpose of

showing that he is well-versed in all of them while at the same time distancing himself from them. Thus,

in fragments and sections scattered throughout his writings, Shōeki criticizes Buddhism, Confucianism,

Shintō, Daoism, as well as medicine, proposing instead as an alternative his own vision of the world, a

very systematic, consistent and all-encompassing philosophy of nature and of humanity.

In this presentation, I will begin with a brief discussion of the Kyūseishitsu section from Shōeki’s text

Tōdōshinden (1752), which is his attempt at a systematic, thorough critique of Confucianism and

Daoism. Here, he does not limit himself to just questioning and contesting the premises of these

philosophical traditions, but goes much further, virtually trying to demolish all their tenets and major

figures.

I will then move on to an analysis of Shōeki’s notion of shizen no gorin (“the five relationships in

shizen”), which he uses to frame the idea that the truth of shizen is also the basis for the ethics of the

human being’s existence in the world. Shizen no gorin is of course, an allusion to the five relationships

that Confucian thinkers regarded as fundamental for each individual in order to understand his or her

place in the natural order, and for social harmony. Shōeki, however, alters this canonical set by

proposing a new set of five relationships, all of which are kept - or, to use a better term, only obtain -

within the family.

In my conclusions, I discuss the meaning of this new set of gorin, and its significance for Shōeki’s

philosophy.

Session 18

Joshua Lee Solomon (Hirosaki University): Failed Father Figures in Japanese-language

Manchurian Literature

Conventional assessments regarding Japanese-language Manchurian literature have divided the literary

community into north and south, nationalist and critical-realist camps. More recently, scholars have

challenged this as an oversimplification, offering a variety of political and demographic lenses from

which to view literary production stretching from the early years of the Liaodong leasehold through the

end of World War II and forced repatriation. What has not been examined to a significant degree yet is

the juxtaposition of writers approaching their craft from such various perspectives within the pages of a

single publication. Some such diversity may be attributed to the purported lack of state cultural control

in Manchuria and later Manchukuo, especially in comparison with the metropolitan systems of

censorship. Yet, significant examples of “Manchurian literature” or “continental literature” were

republished in the metropole for a domestic readership. The writerly and readerly worlds of

Japanese-language literature throughout the first half of the twentieth century cannot be so cleanly

compartmentalized into “Japanese” and “Manchurian” contexts. Literature was written by highly mobile

literati, both Japanese and subaltern. Chinese, Korean, Russian, and other literature was also

translated—sometimes with active censorship—into Japanese.

This paper examines a series of such trans-regional and sometimes translingual literary texts originating

in Manchuria but republished for metropolitan Japanese audiences. It identifies a prevalent theme of

impotent fathers and broken families. Somewhat surprisingly, within even a single prose anthology, one

can identify multiple works mobilizing similar images of failed father figures to a variety of sometimes

contradictory effects. Thus, this paper does not stop at examining the individual tropes of each story, but

considers the condition of their selection and publication within the context of imperial Japan.

Shobichatul AMINAH (Universitas Indonesia): “Scars” of Japanese Modernization: A critique of

Japanese Modernization in Akutagawa Ryunosuke's “Kappa” 

“Kappa”, a novel by Akutagawa Ryunosuke narrated the story of a psychiatric hospital patient who fell

into the kappaland. The place is similar to Ginza, a district in Tokyo, but the life in the kappaland seems

like the opposite of the real world. Kappa itself is a humanoid creature from Japanese folklore. Physically

Kappa shaped like a chameleon and lives on land as well as in water (amphibians) but has human-like

character and behaviour.

This research discusses the kappaland described in the novel "Kappa" using Mikhail Bakhtin's

carnivalesque theory. Carnivalesque arose from Bakhtin's idea of carnival which refers to a specific



historical period when culture offered a comical, festive celebrations, overturning common cultural

values and overriding rules. The logic used in carnival is reverse logic (the logic of inside and out) which

constantly changing. In the carnival also found parody, caricature, ridicule and profanation which is the

opposite of the world outside the carnival. In this case, the carnival is an inverted world.

This study examines how Japanese modernization left scars on Japanese society through the life of the

kappa land narrated in the novel. The inverted logic (Logic of inside out) that appears in the text is

interpreted as an allusion to modern Japanese society in the Meiji and Taisho Era, which became the

socio-cultural background of Akutagawa's "Kappa".

Keywords: Akutagawa, Kappa, Japan, Modernization


